
4 Simple ways to reduce the reliance on smartphones – and why, as 
parents, we should want to ………………….. 

(Acknowledgement to Rebecca Parlakian, 2019 – Zero to Three). 

In 2018 an Australian study indicated that Australian’s spent over 41 billion hours over the previous 
year watching, reading, listening to, or interacting with media- most of which is spent on our phones. 
1  

(Please also see previous Blog from October 2018 regarding recommended screen time exposure 
for infants and children from birth through to primary school age). 

For parents, the smartphone helps to keep one connected to the world while home alone with 
baby—but at the same time, it can also distract us from spending time with little ones. There’s even 
a word for this—technoference—to describe how technology interferes in parent-child relationships.  

Research on parents’ media use brings home the challenge of balancing technology and caregiving: 

• About half of surveyed parents report using a phone (including hands-free) with a child in 
the car.2 

• When parents used smartphones during mealtime at a fast-food restaurant, children were 
more likely to misbehave, perhaps to get parents’ attention, and parents often responded in 
a negative manner.3  

• Technoference is associated with fewer positive parent-child interactions. Parents are often 
focused on their phones and children sometimes whine, sulk or tantrum to get their parents’ 
attention.4 

• Smartphone interruptions during parent-child interactions can negatively impact toddlers’ 
learning.5 

So, perhaps, we all should set the phone down more. Read on for some healthy media practices for 
parents. 

• Babies and toddlers learn through back-and-forth interactions. They hold our gaze, copy our 
expressions and movements, and mimic our words. Young children need positive interactions 
with their immediate adults to learn, grow, and develop healthy social-emotional skills. 6 

What to do?  

1. Parents can make some time, every day, to be media-free for young children. Turn your 
phone off, silence it or put it in airplane mode (no buzzing!). Give your child the gift of your 
attention while you build a block tower, sort laundry as a team, read stories, roll a ball back 
and forth, or just hang out. 

2. When driving, buckle your phone up (inside your bag!). Car rides are a great time to share 
the joy of singing really badly to our favorite songs, talking about what’s going on outside 
the window, and—as kids get older—answering questions like, “Are we there yet?” 

3. Make meal-time media-free (that means no TV either!). Talk with your children about the 
different foods on the plate (like their taste, shapes, and colors), what happened that day, 
what your child’s favorite toy or animal is, etc.  

4. Take phones and screens out of the bedtime routine. Use the time before lights-out to settle 
down and share stories and sing/create bedtime songs.  
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